It has been known that error-correction via concatenated codes can be done with exponentially small failure rate if the error rate for physical qubits is below a certain accuracy threshold (probably ∼ 10 −3 -10 −6 ). Other, un-concatenated codes with their own attractive features-e.g., an accuracy threshold ∼ 10 −2 -have also been studied. A method to obtain universal computation is presented here which does not rely on any concatenated structure within the code itself, but instead emulates this structure with logical qubits in order to construct an encoded Toffoli gate. This realizes ∼ 10 −2 as a threshold for fault-tolerant quantum computation.
QEC codes and universal computation
In the "space" of all possible quantum error-correcting codes, much recent work has focused on a relatively small class, namely concatenated codes [1] - [7] . The basic idea behind these is to improve the results of a given few-qubit code by replacing physical qubits in its blocks with logical qubits of the code. We look closely at the qubits used in a block of, say, the 7-qubit code and find that each of them itself comprises 7 qubits, and that each of these comprises 7 more, etc. It turns out, if the error/decoherence rate for physical qubits is below a certain accuracy threshold p c , the chances of quantum information stored in this way being corrupted go down exponentially with the total block size of the code. Estimates for p c range from 10 −3 to 10 −6 errors per qubit per recovery round [2] - [5] .
However, a different framework for error-correcting codes has also been proposed [8] [9] [10] whose properties have a natural geometric interpretation in terms of qubits arranged in a lattice. Recently, fully fault-tolerant methods of recovery within this framework were presented [11] ; they exhibit the same kind of failure rate scaling and accuracy threshold as concatenated codes. In fact, p c is significantly improved to 10 −2 . Here, I show how to achieve universal fault-tolerant computation for these codes, and in fact a much wider class, by constructing a Toffoli (C-C-NOT) gate. Use is made here of the code's possession of a normalizer operator (C-NOT) which can be performed by bitwise action over physical qubits, but a straight-forward extension making use of methods originally due to Shor [1] allows universal computation for any stabilizer quantum code.
Most known quantum error-correcting codes can be defined by a set of operators, the stabilizer, each of which fixes every codeword. For any such stabilizer code capable of simple operations, like a bit flip X a or phase flip Z a on logical qubits a, b, . . ., 1 it is known how to perform any "normalizer" operation-i.e. one that can be built from a sequence of operations, each one either a controllednotẊ ab , π/2 phase shift, or Hadamard rotation R a . Normalizer operations alone, however, are insufficient for universal quantum computation; in fact, a quantum computer with only normalizer operations can be simulated in polynomial time by a classical machine. The true power of quantum computation can be realized either by the addition of a non-trivial one or two-qubit gate, like a single qubit rotation by an irrational multiple of π, or of a veritable three qubit gate like the Toffoli (C-C-NOT). I will first rephrase Shor's procedure [1] for performing a Toffoli given the ancilla state
and then give a new method for preparing this state, which may be applied to a larger class of codes. Shor's method of preparing (a state equivalent to) |ψ 3 for concatenated codes relies on cat states (|00 · · · + |11 · · · ) of O(1) fidelity and involving a number of qubits equal to the block size of the code. In general, the "block size" means the number of physical qubits, and such a large cat state will quickly decohere. But for concatenated codes the Toffoli construction is applied levelby-level, using universal computation obtained at level L to obtain it at level L + 1. The number of qubits-i.e., logical qubits from the previous levelused in the cat state for each level is fixed as the block size of the code being concatenated (e.g., the 7-qubit code). But a typical error-correcting code of block size n lacks the level structure of concatenated codes and thus requires one big n-qubit cat state, highly vulnerable to phase errors as n gets large. What we need is a method of preparing |ψ 3 which does not rely on any level structure present within the code itself.
Construction of a Toffoli gate with |ψ 3
Let us first see how to perform a Toffoli gate on three qubits A B C given three ancilla qubits a b c prepared in the state |ψ 3 . The idea comes from a similarity between the Toffoli and another basic operation: the classical 3-bit majority vote, e.g., 110 → 111 and 100 → 000. They act the same way on the third bit if it starts as 0-namely, flip it if the first two bits are both 1; otherwise leave it alone. Now, for a Toffoli, we cannot fix the bit-value of the third qubit (the target) as |0 , but the above suggests a way to get a Toffoli by using a majority vote on three qubits comprising the two controls A B and the ancilla c used instead of the target C itself. With c starting as |0 , the majority vote flips it just if A B are in the state |11 . So performing the controlled-not (C-NOT) gatė X cC from c to C and then disentangling c from A B C gives exactly a Toffoli from A B to C.
To majority vote on A B c, measure Z A Z B and Z B Z c . If both measurement results are +1, A B c are already unanimous. Otherwise, the measurement results will tell us exactly which one bit to flip in order to make them unanimous. Unfortunately, these measurements have revealed information about the initial state A B, in general collapsing it. For example if the initial state of A B is |00 + |01 , we will collapse it into either |00 or |01 . This collapse is inconsistent with the desired Toffoli gate, which is a linear operation. The solution is to perform a majority vote not directly on A B c but on three ancilla qubits, which are first entangled with A B. Here is where |ψ 3 enters.
An arbitrary state of three data qubits A B C, together with three ancillas a b c prepared in the state |ψ 3 , may be written This means all but 4 of the total 16 terms in the above superposition (when expanded) will be collapsed away. These 4 terms, as they undergo (I) and (II), are (suppressing bra-ket notation):
These are the surviving terms under the assumed measurement results because, just before (II), they are the ones with ancillas a b c either in the state |100 or |011 . Note that all of the four possible control bit values A B are equally represented, so that all terms in the initial superposition of A B are preserved (albeit decoherently). Now C-NOT c into C. From the above table, one sees this will flip C iff A B are 01-not iff A B are 11, as desired for the Toffoli. This presents no problem, however, because it is equivalent to the desired result together with a C-NOT applied from B to C. We need just apply aẊ BC of our own to fix things. Finally, we need to disentangle the ancillas a b c from A B C to restore the coherence of our original state. This is accomplished by applying Ẋ ab andẊ ac and then measuring X a . If the result is +1, we are done. If −1, we have introduced a phase error on the A B = 01 term. This may be corrected by applying X AŻAB X A , whereŻ AB ≡ R BẊAB R B is the controlled-phase (CPhase) gate.
Had the measurement results for Z a Z b and Z b Z c been other than −1 and +1 respectively, as in the above example, it is straightforward to determine what gates must be applied in place ofẊ BC and X AŻAB X A .
Universal computation now just requires that we be able to prepare the three-qubit state |ψ 3 . First observe that if we can prepare |ψ 2 ≡ |00 + |01 + |10 , |ψ 3 may be obtained by preparing four qubits a b c d in the state |ψ 2 |ψ 2 , measuring Z b Z c , and performing a few simple normalizer operations. In particular, if the measurement result is −1, we have the state
which can be turned into |ψ 3 |1 by applying the C-NOTs:Ẋ ac ,Ẋ db ,Ẋ ad , X bd , andẊ cd in that order. If the Z b Z c measurement result were +1 we would have obtained a five-term superposition which could not be made into |ψ 3 by normalizer operations, so we would have to start-over, preparing two new |ψ 2 states. The chances of continually failing to prepare |ψ 3 in this way go down exponentially with the number of attempts.
3 Preparation of |ψ 2 given ρ(α < 1)
Let us define the (unnormalized) mixed state
where the parameter α < 1 is taken as real. It turns out, in the continuum of mixed states ρ(α), there is nothing special about the state |ψ 2 , obtained as α → 0. I will show that being able to prepare any one ρ(α) with α < 1 is sufficient to prepare |ψ 2 , hence to prepare |ψ 3 and construct a Toffoli gate. Then I will show how to prepare such a ρ(α). The basic idea will be to combine two copies of a particular ρ(α) through measurement to obtain a new mixed state which is closer to |ψ 2 than before, and combine two of these to get one still closer, etc., progressively purifying our state into |ψ 2 .
2 To start, prepare qubits a b c d in the state ρ 0 ⊗ ρ 0 , where ρ 0 = ρ(α), and measure Z a Z c and Z b Z d . Suppose the results are +1 and +1. Now perforṁ X ac andẊ bd to disentangle c d. For pure states, this whole process would give |ψ 2 |ψ 2 → |ψ 2 |00 and |11 |11 → |11 |00 , while either of the initial states |ψ 2 |11 or |11 |ψ 2 are inconsistent with the assumed measurement results. In terms of mixed states, this means
. We can prepare another ρ 1 from two new ρ 0 states, and combine these ρ 1 states by again measuring Z a Z c and Z b Z d . Supposing the results are again +1 and +1, we disentangle c d, leaving a b in the state ρ 2 = ρ(α 4 ). Continuing this process through N levels, one finds
The whole procedure may be pictured as a tree of ρ L states, joining in pairs from level L = 0 to L = N (see Fig. 1 ). The recursiveness is reminiscent of concatenated codes, but here we do not rely on any such structure within the code itself.
The fidelity in preparing |ψ 2 is calculated as 1 − ǫ, where
vanishing exponentially in 2 N if α < 1. The number of (logical) qubits used to achieve this fidelity is ∼ 2 N , which by (2) is ∼ log ǫ/ log α, the same kind of polylog scaling desired from the code itself (referring to the scaling of block size with desired failure rate ǫ). Finding the number of operations (on encoded qubits) necessary to prepare |ψ 2 is not as easy, since the assumption that all Z a Z b , Z c Z d measurement outcomes are +1,+1 requires us to repeat parts of the procedure a number of times before we can expect such to occur.
To prepare one ρ L state we will need to prepare two ρ L−1 states and then combine them by measurements. If the measurement results are not +1,+1, we can just discard these states, and keep trying until we succeed. (This is not an optimal procedure, but it will suffice.) Therefore, if we know the chances of any one attempt succeeding are P (L), the expected number of logical operations
. This assumes we are highly confident in the one pair of measurement results +1,+1, which should be the case since a b c d are logical qubits. But even if there is a significant probability q ≫ ǫ for any one measurement result to be in error, the purification procedure can be made robust. Once a +1,+1 result is obtained, we just repeat the measurements a number of times and accept the state only if, say, a majority of the results are +1,+1. To give us 1 − ǫ confidence in the measurement outcome, we must repeat ∼ log ǫ/ log q times. This implies
It is not hard to see that P (L) must increase with L, since the distinct bifurcation described by (2) implies that either |ψ 2 will quickly begin to dominate successive ρ L states, in which case P (L) → 1/3, or |11 will dominate and P (L) → 1. Both of these values are larger than P (1), which can be calculated as a function of α but is always bounded from below by 1/4. Iterating (3) with this bound gives
Note that G(N ) is the total number of logical operations, but these can be done in parallel so that the actual time required to purify our state is ∼ N log ǫ/ log q ∼ log(| log ǫ|) log ǫ/ log q. The point is that even with the demand of a definite sequence of measurement results, time requirements still scale polylogarithmically with ǫ (and, for q ∼ ǫ, much better than that). The crucial fact leading to this scaling is that the probability for getting the measurement results +1,+1 in combining two ρ L states is finite as L → ∞. Thus we can prepare |ψ 2 , |ψ 3 , and execute a Toffoli gate if we can just prepare one of the mixed states ρ(α) with α < 1.
There are multiple ways of obtaining a state ρ(α < 1). In fact, Shor's own procedure for preparing a state like |ψ 3 in the context of concatenated codes, when applied to a more general stabilizer code, can be used to obtain a ρ(α) where α is less than 1 by an amount exponentially small in the total block size n of the code. By the same methods as presented in §5, this scaling may be changed to polynomial, and the resulting ρ(α) could be used in the above purification procedure. I will present a related method of obtaining ρ(α) that is instead based on blind measurement of the logical C-NOT-which is conceivable since C-NOT is Hermitian besides being unitary. "Blind" refers to the fact that our ability to determine the actual measurement outcome will be highly limited, although the collapse associated with that outcome will occur without hitch. This method applies to codes for which C-NOT can be obtained by bitwise action over physical bits, i.e., CSS codes.
Blind measurement of C-NOT
For reference, the eigenstates of the C-NOT operatorẊ ab are |00 , |01 , and |10 + |11 with eigenvalue +1, and |10 − |11 with eigenvalue −1. Let us first describe a fault-intolerant measurement procedure, that is, one which permits a single error to spread rampantly throughout a block. Prepare one physical ancilla bit c 0 as |0 and apply a certain three-bit gate U aibic0 bitwise over physical bits a i and b i in the blocks encoding a and b (but always using the bit c 0 ). U is shown in Fig. 2 . The first controlled-Hadamard rotation causes the Toffoli to flip c 0 just if a i b i start in the −1 eigenstate |10 − |11 ofẊ aibi , and the second controlled-Hadamard undoes the affect on a i b i .
Applying U bitwise over a b, we then just measure Z c0 . The result Z c0 = ±1 is equivalent to the result thatẊ ab = iẊ aibi = ±1, so we have effectively measuredẊ ab . (The transversality of C-NOT has been used in the first equality.) To see what is going on here, expand the initial state of a b in eigenstates of the operatorsẊ ambm for each of the m = 1, . . . , n physical bits in a block:
where each |i m is one of the four eigenstates (i m = 1, 2, 3, 4) ofẊ ambm . On the right, the n sums have been rearranged to segregate strings of even and odd weight. The weight function w{i} evaluated on a particular string i 1 · · · i n equals the number (mod 2) of "4"s occurring in the string, i m = 4 corresponding to the −1 eigenstate |10 − |11 ofẊ ambm . Using the transversality of C-NOT, we haveẊ
by the definition of w{i}. Thus the sum over strings with w{i} = 0 is the projection onto the +1 eigenspace of X ab , and the sum with w{i} = 1 is the projection onto the −1 eigenspace. Now the action of U ambmc0 on |i m | c0 is designed to flip c 0 iff i m = 4, which means that U acting in sequence on |i 1 | c0 through |i n | c0 will put c 0 precisely in the (1-qubit) state |w{i} given that it starts in |0 . Thus measuring Z c0 collapses the total state of a b c 0 in exactly the same way as would measuringẊ ab . This method of measurement is highly sensitive to errors; just one physical bit error can change w{i} for an entire string of bits, making the measurement result erroneous. As the block size n gets large, the chances of an even number of such errors occurring becomes nearly equal to the chances of an odd number occurring. Thus the measurement result tells us very little about whether we have obtained a +1 eigenstate or a −1 eigenstate ofẊ ab . This little bit of information, however, turns out to be important for preparing |ψ 2 .
As advertised the above procedure is quite fault-intolerant, since one physical bit phase error may infect c 0 and thus spread rampantly throughout the block. We can make it fault-tolerant by using an ancilla c, which is not just one bit, but a superposition of n physical bits over all even weight strings ("weight" is now in the sense of counting "1"s). Such a superposition may be obtained by preparing a cat state of n bits and Hadamard rotating each bit. The gate U aibici will be applied bitwise across a b c so that a single error in one block can at most spread to one bit in each of the other two blocks. Acting bitwise on |i 1 | c1 through |i n | cn , U will flip a number of bits in the initial c state equal (mod 2) to exactly w{i}. This effects
where P ± projects onto the ±1 eigenspace ofẊ ab , and u is a classical string of n bits. Measuring Z ci bitwise over c is now equivalent to measuringẊ ab , and the result i Z ci = ±1 is equivalent toẊ ab = ±1. Note that a single phase error in the n bit cat state, or equivalently a bit flip in the sum over even weight strings, will change this sum into one over odd weight strings, again altering the measurement result while still projecting the state onto one of the eigenspaces ofẊ ab . So the "blind measurement" procedure is now fault-tolerant, but the measurement result is still highly sensitive to single bit errors, giving little information about which eigenspace the state | ab collapses into. We can also blindly measure the C-Phase operatorŻ ab . The action ofŻ ab is just to apply a minus sign if a b are in |11 , which is unitarily equivalent tȯ X ab through the basis change R b . To measureŻ ab first apply R b , then measurė X ab by the above method, and reapply R b . These procedures may be adapted, by changing the bitwise operation U , to blind measurement of such operators asẊ abẊcd ,Ż abŻcd , andŻ abŻbc .
Preparation of ρ(α < 1)
We shall prepare a state ρ(α < 1) through blind measurements and find that 1 − α > 0 is associated with the small bit of information we do obtain from the measurement results. Simply prepare two qubits a b as (|0 + |1 ) 2 and measurė Z ab by the method given above. Neglecting the small amount of information about a b contained in our blind measurement results, the state obtained for this bit pair is just ρ(α = 1). How much extra information we can get, hence how much we can decrease α below 1, will depend on the probability distribution E n (k) for a total of k bit flip errors occurring in the n physical bits prepared as a sum over even weight strings in (5). (These "errors" occurring to the c register include decoherence, gate errors, measurement errors, and errors propagated from a b in the course of our measurement procedure.) The actual measurement outcomeŻ ab = ±1 will result in i Z i = ±1 (which is what we observe) if k is even, or i Z i = ∓1 if k is odd. This means we can describe a b by the (unnormalized) mixed state
if the measurement result is i Z i = +1, and the state ρ oe with the two sums switched if i Z i = −1. The problem is that we do not know the particular form of E n (k), hence whether the sum over even k is larger or smaller than the sum over odd k. So an ensemble of a b states prepared this way is really described by ρ eo + ρ oe , which is exactly ρ(1).
For our recursive purification of |ψ 2 we prepare 2 N such bit pairs as a b were prepared in (6) . Looking at the correlations between i Z i measurement results for different bit pairs will give us information about the relative size of the two k sums in (6) . In particular, arrange all the 2 N bit pairs in groups of two. Consider a single group, bit pairs a b and a ′ b ′ , and suppose the same error distribution E n (k) describes both the c registers used to blindly measureŻ ab andŻ a ′ b ′ . If these blind measurements yield the same result ( i Z i = ±1) for both a b and a ′ b ′ , then we will have gained information about the relative sizes of the two k sums. The shared result i Z i = +1 would favor the even k sum being larger, while i Z i = −1 would favor the odd k sum being larger. In both cases it is the coefficient of |ψ 2 ψ 2 | in (6) which is favored as larger, so let us simply discard a b and a ′ b ′ if their i Z i measurement results are different. The ensemble of undiscarded bit pairs is then described by
for a b (or equally for a ′ b ′ ), where one calculates to lowest order
If we want to disentangle a ′ b ′ from a b, we can measure Z a ′ and Z b ′ and discard a b if the results are both −1. One finds the ensemble of undiscarded a b states are then described by ρ(1 − 2δ
2 ). The fidelity deficit in using ρ(1−δ 2 ) to prepare |ψ 2 by the above procedure is ǫ ∼ exp[−δ 2 2 N ]. Therefore, it is crucial that (−1) k decrease only polynomially with n to maintain the polylog scaling of space/time resources with ǫ. This will not hold in fact if errors for all the different physical qubits in a block are rigorously independent, since one then calculates δ ∼ exp(−2 k ). But a generic perturbation to the E n (k) describing such a case will cause (−1) k to scale polynomially-even if the perturbation is small enough to affect only a few qubits on average per recovery round.
In the above we have assumed that for each group a b, a
, where k is the number of errors occurring in the ancilla c register associated with a b and k ′ is that occurring in the c ′ for a ′ b ′ . This state of affairs may be approached by, for instance, using a set of qubits for blocks a b c that is spatially intermingled with the set used for blocks a ′ b ′ c ′ . Consider the resulting correlation (−1)
If it falls only polynomially with n, so does δ. (When we tookẼ n (k,
k 2 , which we assume to fall only polynomially with n.)
If, all told, δ 2 ∼ n −γ , we must choose the number 2 N of logical qubits used in the purification of |ψ 2 to grow as | log ǫ|/δ 2 ∼ | log ǫ| 1+βγ , where n ∼ | log ǫ| β is the scaling of the block size of the code (family) itself with desired fidelity 1 − ǫ. The number of logical operations in preparing |ψ 2 is given by (4) as ∼ | log ǫ| 4+3βγ . But with parallel operations, the actual time scaling is essentially unchanged as ∼ log(| log ǫ|) log ǫ/ log q.
In case the conditions on E n (k) stated above cannot be achieved in a given experimental context (e.g., if errors are rigorously independent) additional methods may be brought to bear. One option would be a more benign kind of concatenation using a family of codes for which we can blindly measure C-NOT by the above method. Successive levels use family members of increasing block size. At the lowest level the block size is ∼ 1/p, where p is the physical qubit error rate, so that the expected number of errors and (−1) k are both O(1), hence we can prepare |ψ 2 as above. In general, the block size at level L + 1 may be made as large as ∼ 1/ǫ L , where ǫ L is the failure rate after L levels of concatenation. In regular concatenated codes the number N of levels needed to achieve a failure rate ǫ goes roughly as ∼ log(| log ǫ|) ≡ log (2) ǫ. But for these "mini"-concatenated codes N is determined implicitly by an even more powerful scaling: N ∼ log (N ) ǫ. Although this seems a relapse into concatenation, the point is that the accuracy threshold ǫ c will be nearly that of the code itself being mini-concatenated, independent of the concatenation process.
For the concatenated 7-qubit code, say, failure rates at successive levels are given by a recursion relation like
so that ǫ c is determined by {C L }, which themselves depend on the details of concatenation [7] . But the recursion relation for mini-concatenated codes is well approximated by
where p c is the accuracy threshold of the code (family) being concatenated and {K L } may be freely chosen to determine the block sizes K L /ǫ L−1 of successive levels. The increased power of the earliest levels of mini-concatenation overwhelms the analogs of {C L } here. For instance, let us choose K L ≡ K so that the expected number of errors at each level is identically K. The threshold is now determined implicitly by the condition that concatenating an extra level does no harm:
In fact ǫ c may be brought as close to p c as one pleases just by increasing K, which will in turn decrease (−1) k and increase the number of levels necessary in our recursive preparation of |ψ 2 .
Conclusion and remarks
I have shown how to achieve universal fault-tolerant computation by construction of a Toffoli gate for any CSS code, given certain assumptions about the behavior of errors occurring to physical qubits or resorting to mini-concatenation. Either way the accuracy threshold is maintained as that of the original code family itself. The method presented derives from the ability to perform "blind" measurement of the C-NOT operator for logical qubits, that is, the ability to collapse our state while revealing very little information about the measurement outcome. This allows the preparation of a certain mixed state ρ(1 − δ 2 ), which can then be used in a recursive scheme to prepare a certain two-qubit entangled state |ψ 2 , which in turn is easily transformed into a three-qubit state |ψ 3 that enables the performance of one Toffoli gate on three separate qubits.
More general forms of the blind measurement procedure would allow universal computation for any stabilizer code possessing a normalizer operator that can be factored into a product of operators, each acting on a bounded number of physical qubits. "Bounded" means bounded as the block size of the code increases, and it is assumed that the bound B is such that the universal computation pertaining to physical qubits can adequately handle operations involving B qubits. On the other hand, an analogous preparation of ρ(1 − δ 2 ) involving blind measurement in the context of Shor's original preparation of |ψ 3 , instead of measuring C-NOT, would give universal computation for any stabilizer code, not just codes with a factorizable normalizer operator.
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